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Summary
Space Surveillance and Tracking (SST) is an increasingly necessary eld
of research due to the exponential growth of debris. During this thesis several
space environments are going to be simulated while surveillance and tracking
is performed. First, a brief opening of the SST history and main problems is
presented.
Then, in the methodology part, two methods of orbit determination are
depicted: Initial Orbit Determination (IOD) and Statistical Orbit Determination (SOD) in order to solve a debris tracking problem, deepening in
several of their dierent mathematical algorithms and architectures. For
the IOD techniques, Gauss, Gibbs and Herrick-Gibbs methods are going to
be studied and analysed while for SOD; Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA), Global Nearest Neighbour (GNN) and Track Oriented MultiHypothesis Tracker (TOMHT) trackers will be developed and analysed, to
t the space scene simulated.
Afterwards, the software simulation and space environment modelling is
deeply explained, by generating several scenarios with dierent congurations to study the proposed algorithms and their performances.
Finally, in the last part of the thesis, all these algorithms and their parameters are compared through several usual metrics: Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE) or Average Normalized-Estimation Error Squared (ANNES); and
some special tracking metrics: Generalized Optimal Subpattern Assignment
(OSPA/GOSPA); leading to a similar Multi Target Tracking (MTT) conguration for orbit determination using the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) to
predict and correct the nonlinear debris' dynamics, the JPDA algorithm to
correlate measurements with existing tracks; a gating and track maintenance
structure to minimize the metrics quoted before.
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Introduction
Since the rst human spacecraft, Sputnik-1, the Earth proximities have
been occupied by multiple man-made objects which have created a particle
environment known as "Space Debris". Attending to its denition: "space
debris are every man-made item, fragment or element in Earth orbit reentering the atmosphere, that are non-functional".
During the past years, the amount of this debris has been growing rapidly
turning it in a remarkable problem to take into account for space missions,
as avoidance manoeuvrers must be performed. The mitigation of this phenomena is a crucial safety task nowadays. Therefore, adopting measures to
relieve and prevent these threats has aroused a worldwide concern.
Human knowledge about space debris is mostly based on sensors, particularly ground-based ones. This radar or optical measurements allow the development of a catalogue for these particles by its orbit (LEO, MEO, GEO,
etc.) and by its size (from > 1 mm to > 1 m). The origin of this particles
may be related to dierent causes: launch-and mission-related objects (LMROs), explosion and collision fragments or non-fragmentation debris sources;
so maintaining a complete and updated catalogue is a complex task.
These measures are also known as Space Surveillance and Tracking. Along
this thesis the simulation of this space debris problem and its analysis through
SST techniques is going to be developed in various scene environments trying
to reach the most optimal tracker for each of them.
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Part I
STATE OF ART
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Chapter 1
Space Surveillance and Tracking
Space Surveillance and Tracking (SST) is the study and monitoring of
objects orbiting the Earth. It involves the detection, tracking, cataloguing
and identication of articial objects, i.e. active/inactive satellites, spent
rocket bodies, or fragmentation debris.
This topic face three main problems to overcome in order to detect and
track every human-made item: initial orbit determination, statistical orbit
determination and correlation.

1.1

Initial Orbit Determination (IOD)

The IOD is the rst-time calculation of the orbital elements for a body
in motion in space. This topic has been a eld of study even before articial
satellites existed, as most of the astrodynamics problems require initial data
for the development of a state vector. However, even for high-precision sensors it is a complex task.
The rst steps in IOD were performed by the ancient astronomers and mathematicians as Johann Kepler and Newton. However, it was not until Edmond
Halley when the rst orbit prediction of an space body was made based on
observations. Halley used the Newton's proposed method to estimate the
periodic orbit of a comet; by means of graphical approximations combined
with some calculus.
Later on, the rst analytical method for IOD was developed by Leonhard
Euler in [6] with three short-arc measurements. Besides, Johann H. Lambert
generalized this method including all types of orbits. This is known in nowa4

days astrodynamics as Lambert's Problem, in which having only two position
vectors of a body its orbit can be computed.
After that achievement, astrodynamics started developing fast and new methods emerged. The main contributions to IOD in the XVII and XIX century
were made by Lagrange , Laplace [7] and Gauss: the greatest responsible
of modern IOD techniques. Although he was not as famous as the previous
mentioned mathematicians, it could be remarked the gure of Josiah Gibbs
who developed a geometrical solution to the orbital determination problem
which can be applied for initial calculations.
Modern IOD techniques are based on radar and optical observations and
so each method would be pair with each data type provided by the sensors. They could be splitted in: range, azimuth and elevation observations;
angles-only observations and position observations. The main solution methods proposed by [8] are: Gauss, Gibbs and Herrick-Gibbs which would be
deeply analysed in next sections.
Although most of the problems could be managed with the methods introduced above, more complex algorithms were developed to cover the main
drawbacks of the previous ones: the existence of singularities and the loss
of accuracy. In [9] an iterative technique is proposed on the Lagrangian coecients f and g to increase the accuracy of the method while showing no
singularities for coplanar problems. Also, [10] develops a probabilistic interpretation of the Gaussian method to formulate an initial orbit determination
solution.
Nowadays sensors can provide large sets of data in almost real time, which
can lead into bad a conditioned problem due to the short-arc measurements.
Nevertheless, some algorithms as the proposed in [11] or [12] can provide a
good initial determination by means of ltering in the admissible region.

1.2

Statistical Orbit Determination (SOD)

Modern space systems require of the highest possible accuracy to eciently work, so once the rst guess of the orbit have been computed based
on the IOD techniques and sensors measurements it should be dierentially
corrected to actually determine the real and precise orbit in what is called
Statistical Orbit Determination.
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On the contrary to IOD, statistical orbit determination is a modern research
eld. Although it also began with Kepler and Legendre, it was Gauss in
the XIX century who settled the fundamental principles and analysis for this
topic. The process of least squares was developed by him, however it was Legendre who published it in [13]. Nevertheless, the real and important progress
was produced in the next century when the Maximum-Likelihood-Method was
discovered by Sir Ronald A. Fisher [14], stimulating the development on estimation theories eld.
Finally, the most remarkable input to SOD was made by Kalman [15] introducing a new approach to linear ltering: The Kalman Filter, which supposed a drastic change for any kind of prediction problem. He developed a
linear lter based on Legendre and Gauss methods to rapidly and memoryless solve a prediction problem, estimating also the covariance matrix. On
the other part, it also has some disadvantages related with divergence, noise
and self-starting.
Over the next few decades, the evolution of sensor devices and systems
increased rapidly favouring space surveillance too. Nowadays, the evolution and research of this topic is related to overcoming the Kalman lters
disadvantages [16], developing new non-linear lters [17] or improving the
covariance estimation [18].

1.3

Correlation

In order to eectively work, a space surveillance system must maintain
and update a space object catalogue. To do so, modern radars and telescopes take observations of these objects on Earth's orbit. However, due
to the limited number of them, only short arcs are measured (tracklets) as
each item is observed during a short period. These measurements should be
associated to catalogued objects or instead, by means of IOD create a new
entry. Nevertheless, short-arc measurements cannot be solved to a complete
orbital state, and so, they must be tested if they belong to a common item,
i.e. correlated against other tracklets.
Correlation is the most computationally expensive step of the cataloguing, as
the space object list is continuously growing with time. Among this eld, several methods and algorithms to relate observations with tracklets exist, but
they could be classied in three: Track-to-Orbit Correlation, Track-to-Track
Correlation and Orbit-to-Orbit Correlation.
6

1. Track-to-Orbit Correlation (T2O): this method correlates measured
tracks with objects already in the catalogue. There are several approaches in the measurement domain [19] or in the orbit domain [20],
[21].
2. Track-to-Track Correlation (T2T): in this case two dierent measurements are compared. Usually these algorithms, [22], perform an IOD of
the observations to then compare them in the orbital domain and correlate if they lie between an association threshold. Other approaches,
[23], are based on the covariance matrix from both measurements obtained in the SOD, correlating them in the measurement domain.
3. Orbit-to-Orbit Correlation (O2O): lastly, these algorithms compare and
correlate orbits from two dierent catalogues. This action is required
in order to update and merge dierent catalogues. They are based on
an evaluation of a correlation matrix by the Root Mean Square (RMS)
of each observation [24].
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Part II
METHODOLOGY
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Chapter 2
Initial Orbit Determination (IOD)
Once the scenario is created, the space surveillance stations would start
recording data of the debris states. In order to get a rst approximation of
the orbits, several IOD algorithms are used and described within this section.
As each radar is modelled to record only position measurements rx, y, z sECEF
and time the chosen methods would be Gibbs [8], Herrick-Gibbs [8] and Gauss
[25]. Both algorithms are necessary as each one performs optimally for different data sets: as the Gibbs solution is geometrical this method would fail
for closely spaced measurements; however, the Herrick-Gibbs method works
better in these situations, as it is a Tylor expansion around the solution.
On the other hand, for the same measurements taken the Gauss method
is used to obtain a preliminary orbit determination based on angles-only.
Due to this angle-dependence of the method, cosine direction vectors are
computed from spatial detections.
Although [8] recommends the use of Gibbs for arc lengths greater than 5o ,
the selection of a transition point for using each method has been determined
by [26] to be between 6o and 16o of the track length. However, in the study
case for LEO this point can be selected as 15o . In the Gauss case, all the
measurements are valid to apply the algorithm. Nevertheless, the method
performs extremely well for tracks lengths lower than 10o .
As it was presented, these methods can compute a good rst approximation of the orbit measurements, but suer from some drawbacks due to the
assumptions made: the measurements' quality, the amount of information
required and the inability to correlate existing tracks to orbits or vice versa.
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2.1

Gibbs

This method uses three vector measurements to determine the orbit of
an item. It is based on the Gauss solution and supposes that all the position
vectors detected are coplanar and sequential. These assumptions would lead
in the third vector to be a linear combination of the other two and so:
c2  r~1  r~2
c1  r~1  r~2
c1  r~3  r~1

 c3  r~3  r~1
 c3  r~2  r~3
 c2  r~3  r~1

(2.1)
(2.2)
(2.3)

with the eccentricity vector ~e,
~e  c1 r~1

~e  c2 r~2

~e  c3 r~3

0

(2.4)

where, r~1 , r~2 and r~3 are the detections and c1 , c2 and c3 the constants
that satisfy the problem.
So if we dene the following vectors as:

 r1pr~2  r~3q r2pr~3  r~1q r3pr~1  r~2q
~  r~2  r~3 r~3  r~1 r~1  r~2
D
~  pr2  r3 qr~1 pr3  r1 qr~2 pr1  r2 q  r~3
S
~ D
~  r~2
B
~
N

(2.5)
(2.6)
(2.7)
(2.8)

the velocity of the second measurement and so its orbital parameters can
be computed as:
v~2



~
B
r2

c

µ
ND

c

µ ~
S
ND

(2.9)

completing the Gibbs algorithm, where µ is the gravitational parameter.
For a randomized study case explained at 5.5.2, the following RMSE for
the state parameters are obtained:
Position [m] Velocity [m/s]
RMSE
67.7089
Table 2.1: Gibbs Method Errors
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2.2

Herrick-Gibbs

This second method arose from the under-performance of the Gibbs algorithm in close measurements. Nowadays, radars perform observations of
the objects passing by at a high rate, resulting in several detections in a narrow time span. Therefore, this method is able to predict the middle velocity
vector by means of a Tylor-series expansion, using three sequential position
vectors and their observation time.
In this case, the velocity would be estimated as:

 ∆t32p ∆t

1
21 ∆t31
p∆t32  ∆t21qp ∆t 1∆t
21
32
1
∆t21 p
∆t32 ∆t31
v~2

µ
qr~1
12r13
µ
qr~2
12r23
µ
qr~3
12r33

being ∆tij the time dierence between measurements i and j.
Similarly to Table 2.1 applying the same procedure to Herrick-Gibbs algorithm:
Position [m] Velocity [m/s]
RMSE
73.93
Table 2.2: Herrick-Gibbs Method Errors

2.3

Gauss

Gauss algorithm for orbital determination is an angles-only method and
so the data input in this case would be the direction cosine vector of the
detection:
ρ~  cosδ  cosα  ~i

cosδ  sinα  ~j

sinδ  ~k

(2.10)
The method is based on the conservation of angular momentum and Keplerian orbit principles and uses Lagrange coecients to compute the position
and velocity vectors of the orbiting body. So after some algebra:
r28

ar26
v2



br23 c  0
f3r1 f1r3
f1 g3  f3 g1
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(2.11)
(2.12)

where a, b and c are coecients of the scalar distance and f1 , f3 , g1 , g3 are
the Lagrange coecients.
As in the previous two cases, the method's errors are computed below:
Position [m] Velocity [m/s]
RMSE
69.28
Table 2.3: Gauss Method Errors
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Chapter 3
Track Determination and
Association
Tracking is an essential task for space surveillance and navigation due
to the autonomy of systems used. A simple tracking system estimates the
states of the target and their number based on kinematic observations and
measurements along time. In the simplest scenario, assuming no error probability in the devices and only one target, there is no need of using association
algorithms. However, in a real environment including cluttering and multiple
objects one (or several) sensor produces numerous detection from numerous
items, resulting in recieved measumrements which may not arise from a real
object; so it is needed the use of a Multiple Target Tracker (MTT).
A MTT system includes dierent functions to assign detections to tracks:
• Gating: is a screening process in which detections are evaluated to be

candidates to match or update the existing tracks. The main goal of
this part is to reduce the computation requirements, avoiding unnecessary data to go through the whole algorithm. This gate is formed by
the predicted state and its covariance matrix making the observations
inside it highly plausible to associate.

• Maintenance: the second part of the algorithm consists of the track

initiation (when the detection is not assigned to any existing track),
conrmation (if the score is higher than the specied) and deletion (if
the track is not updated in a reasonable amount of time).

• Filtering: a basic step in an algorithm is to predict and correct the

tracks using assigned measurements. The kind of lter most commonly
used are nonlinear lters as UKF or Particle Filter (PF).
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The main issues to overcome during the development of a MTT system
are the following:
• Detection distribution: when it comes to the space surveillance eld,

targets usually are debris and are densely distributed in a narrow volume, resulting in ambiguous assignments for a target.

• Sensor properties: the eectiveness of the system is closely related with

the resolution, cluttering and probability of detection. In the same case
as before also two targets detections could be ambiguously measured
resulting in unassigned objects.

• Number of targets: possible assignments increase exponentially with

the number of objects requiring then a large computational eort.

Contrary to IOD methods, these algorithms can surpass diculties due
to measurement errors, low amounts of data to correlate detected tracks to
exiting orbits while improving them with each step.

3.1

Architecture

The internal architecture of a MTT system can be summarised in the
following steps and Fig. 3.1:
1. The sensor returns an observation.
2. A nonlinear lter predicts the tentative tracks from previous observations to the present step.
3. The tracker receives a predicted state and covariance to create a validation threshold to the track.
4. Detections inside the gate are labelled as candidates to assign the track.
5. An assignment algorithm determines the detection association to the
track while unassigned or low-quality observations are deleted.
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Figure 3.1: Tracker Architecture

3.2

Track Maintenance

The rst step of this kind of systems is to maintain a list of tracks generated. The goal of doing this is to reduce the computational and memory cost
of the system in order to provide the lter with optimal tracks. As it has
been mentioned before, once the system is served with a detection it chooses
whether initialise, conrm or delete tracks from the list; that choice is made
based on Track Logic.
There exist two main logics in current literature:
• History-Based: the algorithm polls the amount of detections assigned to

a track within several updates. If the number of detections is superior
to the established threshold, the track is conrmed. However, if it
remains unassigned after a larger amount of updates than its threshold,
the track is deleted. In this type of logics, these thresholds are often
referred as M-out-of-N ([M N]). This method is fast but essentially ad
hoc.

• Score-Based [27]: the tracker this time calculates the log-likelihood of

track to be a real target. Similarly to History-Based, if this score is
higher or lower than the thresholds, track is conrmed or deleted. In
this case, algorithms are slower.
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Figure 3.2: History-Based Example [1]
If there are not any track already maintained by the system or a detection cannot be assigned to any of them, the tracker initiates a new one. On
the other hand, if no detections are assigned to a track, this one is coasted
(predicted without corrections).

3.3

Gating

MTT systems, as its name advances, create multiple detections for multiple targets in a scan. In order to follow them, one crucial phase is whether
assign detections to targets or maintained tracks in order to amend them.
As it has been introduced before, this task gets sophisticated as the amount
of detections and/or targets increase; and it is so dependant on sensors properties as resolution, false alarm rates and probability of detection.
In order to ensure the optimal performance of the assignment algorithms,
gating is introduced into the system. This mechanism allows the prune of
measurements which remain outside of the gating region, minimizing the
number of possible detections to each object in a cheap operation. The literature states two types of gates based on its shape: rectangular (1-norm)
gating and elliptical (Mahalanobis-norm) gating.
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Figure 3.3: Gating Example [1]
During this work, only the elliptical gating will be used [28], so the probability to accept correct measurement in the gate becomes:
PG



»γ

g

0

χ2 pγ, 3qdγ

(3.1)

from which the gate threshold γg can be calculated, as the squares' sum
of n N(0,ST ) distributed variables is a χ2 pnq distributed with n degrees of
freedom.
So for ensuring good assignments and reducing the computational cost a
probability to accept correct measurement of 0.9 would be selected leading
to a gate,γg ST u 10000 m.

3.4

Assignment

System eciency and computational cost are the most important parameters for space surveillance. Selection of the best assignment algorithm is the
key of MTT systems, as it solves the correlation's problem explained before.
During this work three of them will be studied [29]:
3.4.1

Global Nearest Neighbour (GNN)

This data association approach attempts to nd and to propagate most
likely candidates tracks at each scan step. For each block, the algorithm
evaluates observations in the track gating region and chooses the "best" option to incorporate a track. The evaluation of each track is performed by
the likelihood theory, minimizing Euclidean or Mahalanobis distances to the
measurement. Besides, GNN methods also consider other features as velocity, shape or size.
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The basic idea of GNN algorithm is, being greedy, nding the optimal association, pruning all other options; so the exact posterior density probability is approximated by the probability of optimal association pk|k pXk q 
h
pk|opt,k
k pXk q.

Figure 3.4: GNN Tracker [2]
This logic is the simplest one, resulting in a low computational cost algorithm, being a perfect option to track low density distributions. However, the
algorithm lowers its performance while tracking densely distributed spaces
[30].
3.4.2

Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA)

A Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JDPA) tracker estimates the state
vector and estimate the error covariance matrix for each track by applying a
soft assignment when multiple detections contribute to each track.
In this case, the algorithm is based on a probabilistically determined weight
sum of all observations in the validation region (gating), averaging over measurements with similar likelihood. Opposed to GNN algorithm, JPDA uses
a set of targets to create the gates and compute the probabilities of the measurements.
The basic idea of this logic is to merge marginal posterior densities to compute the marginal association probabilities for all targets [31].
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The evaluation of each union probability at a given time in this case is [32]:
phk|kk pxk q 

m
¹



gij PD 

j 1

m
m
¹
¹
p1  PD q  β



j 1



(3.2)

j 1

where PD is the probability of detection, gij is the likelihood of observe
j given the track i and β is the probability of false alarm. The rst term is
the chance of assigning the track i to the observation j, the second refers to
tracks assigned to no match and the last represent unassigned observations.

Figure 3.5: JPDA Tracker [3]
Then, the probability of the observation i to be assigned to the track j is:



N
¸

phk|kk pxk q

(3.3)

where N is the number of hypotheses. These merging odds allow the algorithm to be more computationally ecient than evaluating each probability
of assignment separately.
pij

h 1

JDPA algorithms work better than GNN ones in scenarios with lower Signal
to Noise Ratio (SNR) and even though they are relatively easy to implement
and computationally cheap, they are not as cheap as GNN [33]. However,
this kind of trackers returns a poor performance in complicated scenarios.
3.4.3

Track-Oriented Multiple Hypothesis Tracker (TOMHT)

Multiple Hypothesis algorithms consider the association of measurements'
sequences, evaluating the probability of all the association hypotheses. Sim19

ilarly to JDPA, TOMHT calculates the probability of each association as
in (3.2). However, it would expand each scenario independently, leading to
the most accurate solution for the association, although its complexity and
computational cost increases exponentially.

Figure 3.6: TOMH Tracker [4]
The basic idea of this algorithm [34] is, in each update, to nd the best assignments and prune all others, reducing them such that a maximum number
of hypotheses are included in the posterior density. A primitive TOMHT is
parametrized by global hypotheses Hk , log-weights lhk , which are the natural
logarithm of the probability from hypothesis hk ; and the local hypotheses
i
k
from each object pi,h
k|k pxk q. In each loop the TOMHT will:
• Predict each local hypothesis.
• Compute the updated local hypothesis for each target.
• Update Hk and lhk of the posterior state.
• Reduce and prune hypotheses.
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This kind of trackers are designed to delay dicult data association to
future data income. Besides the complexity of these approaches require a
challenging system of tracking maintenance, ltering and mitigation strategies. Compared with previous trackers, TOMHT presents better tracking
performance than GNN and JDPA if the maximum number of hypotheses
is large enough by means of a higher computational cost and a complex
implementation.

3.5

Filtering

The main part of the track determination is performed by the estimation
lter. These algorithms are based on the Statistical Orbit Determination
(SOD) and are used to coast the state of a target in the next time step of the
scenario. As they statistically simulate the dynamics of the measurements
the type of lter must meet the motion requirements. In the case of study,
orbital movement, only nonlinear lters are going to be used.
As it was previously introduced, Kalman lters are widely used in tracking
environments to estimate the evolving state of a process while measurements
are made [35],[36],[37]. These lters are recursive algorithms which assume
that both the process and measurements have additive noise to improve the
coasting of target's state with each detection.

Figure 3.7: Kalman Filter Principle
However, within these algorithms, two of them are the most suitable for
nonlinear systems with Gaussian error distributions: Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF). Besides, some alternatives
to Kalman lters can be analysed, from which particle lters (PF) could be
remarked.
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3.5.1

Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

An EKF is an optimal recursive data processing algorithm that minimizes
the error of a non-linear motion model, when the measurements are nonlinear
functions of the state or when both of them are true. It is focused on the
linearisation of the state nonlinear equations, so given a noisy observation
xk , a recursive estimation for yk can be expressed as [38]:

 prediction of yk

Kk  rxk  pprediction of xk qs

(3.4)
returning the optimal MSE estimate for xk assuming its previous step
xk1 and the observation yk are Gaussian random variables [39]. However,
this rst order approximation propagates the error through the lter leading
to sub-optimal performance and sometimes the divergence in a track.
ŷk

To explain deeply the algorithm, if a random variable x has mean x̂ and
covariance Qx and a nonlinear function of it y  g pxq has covariance Ry , the
EKF is initialized as:
x̂0  E rx0 s
P0  E rpx0  x̂0 qpx0  x̂0 qT s

(3.5)
(3.6)
then the predicted state estimation of x at a given time k given the
measurements up to k  1 and its covariance are:
x̂k|k1  f px̂k1|k1 , uk q
Pk|k1  Fk Px,k1|k1 FkT Qx
Bf |
Fk 
Bx x̂k1|k1,uk

(3.7)
(3.8)
(3.9)

where uk is the control vector. So, the measurement updated equations
are given by:

Py,k



|

Hk Pk k 1 HkT

ŷk  yk  hpx̂k|k q
1 ŷ
Ry x̂k|k  x̂k|k1 Pk|k1 HkT Py,k
k
1 H qP
Pk|k  pI  Pk|k1 HkT Py,k
k
k|k1
Bg |
Hk 
Bx x̂k|k1,uk

(3.10)
(3.11)
(3.12)
(3.13)

Even though this is a rst order EKF, higher order EKFs may be obtained
by retaining more terms at the Taylor series expansion. However this kind
of EKFs are not recommended to medium or large measurement noises [40].
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3.5.2

Particle Filter (PF)

Particle lters or Sequential Monte Carlo are a group of methods operated to estimate dynamical states of a system while limited and perturbed
observations of them are measured.
The essential characteristic of these lters is to use a batch of particles around
the current state to represent the posterior distribution of some random process. Due to its essence the assessment can dene any type of system (linear, nonlinear,) as it does not require any assumption about a state space.
Nonetheless, these underperform in highly dimensional spaces [41] [42] [43].
Just as Kalman lters, one of the most common applications of particle lters
is object tracking [44] [45] [46], in which the goal is to sequentially estimate
the posterior density of the state variables using Approximate Bayesian Computation techniques and Monte Carlo principles. This is the most complex
method, further information about its principles can be found at [47]
3.5.3

Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF)

The UKF addresses the estimation problems that other nonlinear Kalman
lters had. In this case, the state distribution is coasted through a Gaussian
random variable which is propagated by an unscented transformation proposed by [48]. This process allows a nonlinear transformation of the state
and its covariance, avoiding rst order linearisation of the nonlinear system
while the overall number of computations is the same than in linear lters.
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Figure 3.8: PF, EKF and UKF Principles [5]
The basis of this conversion is to spread several weighted sigma points
around the mean state, propagating them to estimate the mean state and its
covariance. The main advantage of this method is the reduction of computational cost with respect to other sampling methods as Monte Carlo, oering
similar accuracy with several orders of magnitude less [49].
Assume that a random variable x has mean x̂ and covariance Px . To calculate the statistics of a nonlinear function y  g pxq a matrix of sigma vectors
(with corresponding weights ) is formed. According to the following, if it is
initialize with:
x̂0  E rx0 s
P0  E rpx0  x̂0 qpx0  x̂0 qT s
x̂a0  E rxa0 s  rx̂T0 0 0sT
P0a  E rpxa0  x̂a0 qpxa0  x̂a0 qT s

(3.14)
(3.15)
(3.16)
(3.17)

where the superscript a denotes for the original measurements and the
sigma points for k P [1,...,8] are calculated as:
Xka 1



r

x̂ak 1 x̂ak 1





b
 pL

λqPka1 s

(3.18)

being λ a composite scaling parameter and L the dimension of augmented
state, with each time update:
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 F rXkx1, Xkv1s
2L
¸
p

x
x̂k 
Wi mqXi,k
|k1

Xkx|k1



(3.19)
(3.20)

i 0

¸ p x
T
x
Wi cqrXi,k|k1  x̂
Pk 
k srXi,k|k1  x̂k s
i0
Ykx|k1  H rXkx|k1 , Xkn1 s
2L

¸ p x
Wi mqYi,k|k1
ŷk 
i0
2L

(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
(3.24)

where Wi is the weight of each sigma point. Finally, the measurement
updated equations are:
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T
Wi cqrXi,k|k1  x̂
k srXi,k|k1  x̂k s

(3.26)

1
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K pyk  ŷk q
x̂k  x̂
k
Pk  Pk  KPyy K T

(3.27)
(3.28)
(3.29)

Further explanation of the Unscented Transformation, the spread and
calculation of the sigma points can be found at [39].
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Chapter 4
Simulation Environment
As this thesis is based on synthetic data, a realistic and accurate scenario
needs to be recreated in order to achieve the desired results, and consequently
be able to translate them into real achievements.
Space surveillance and tracking is essentially based on two entities: a radar
and the space object desired, in this case debris. In order to create this environment in Matlab we will dene platforms for each radar sensor and also
for debris.

4.1
4.1.1

First Iteration
Space Surveillance Stations

In this rst scenario four space surveillance stations are chosen:
Station #1 Station #2 Station #3 Station #4
Location 10o N 180o E 0o N 20o W 65o N 20o W 90o S 0o E
Table 4.1: Space Surveillance Stations
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Figure 4.1: Space Surveillance Stations & Coverage
Radar

In each of these platforms the space surveillance sensors are modelled
with a mono-static radar sensor. The mono-static radar sensor generates
detections of targets. It returns a statistical model to simulate measurements
for a mono-static scanning radar. For each time step the algorithm:
1.

Parse sensor inputs

: as part of initializing it, some radar's parameters must be congured (Range, Scan mode, look angle, detection
probability, false alarm rate, etc.)

2.

Initialize detections

3.

Update sensor's scan position

4.

Detects all targets within the Field of View (FoV):

5.

Compute the Signal to Noise Ratio for each target:

putational load.

: the main reason to do it is to reduce the com.

returns only
emissions which fall within the receiver's bandwidth and where the
receiver falls within the transmitter's FoV.
the relationship between a radar detection's signal to noise ratio (SNR )and
a target's range (r) and radar cross section (RCS) values is captured
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by the radar's loop gain. Here SNR and RCS are in dB and dBsm
respectively and range is in meters [50]:
SN R  RadarLoopGain

RCS  40log10 prq

(4.1)

where the Radar Loop Gain is obtained from the radar's equation as:
RadarLoopGain 

Gt Ar σ
p4πq2r4

(4.2)

being Gt the transmission antenna gain, Ar the eective area of the
receiver antenna and σ the RCS. If the
6.

7.

Add losses from interfering emissions: the radar models range
and elevation biases induced by propagation through the troposphere
using a single exponential model [51]. This means that measured ranges
will be further than the line-of-sight range to the target and that measured elevations will indicate targets arriving from heights above their
true height. These eects are more pronounced when the line-of-sight
path between the radar and target lies at lower altitudes [52], as the
atmosphere is thicker at these altitudes.
Enforce non-negative range:

become negative.

as added noise can cause range to

8.

Transform detections into the correct coordinate frame:

9.

Latch current step time

case of study ECEF will be the reference.

in the

.

As the desired objects are situated in LEO ranges, [53] recommend the
following parameter conguration for the radars:
Field of View [o ]
Reference Range [m]
Reference RCS [dBm] Azimuth Resolution [o ]
[120 30]
2000000
10
0.01
Elevation Resolution [o ] Range Resolution [m] Probability of Detection
0.01
100
0.9

Table 4.2: Radar Parameters
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4.1.2

Debris

On the contrary to the stations, debris have a motion that also needs to
be modelled. In this rst attempt the scenario consists on 100 space items
with dierent orbits and motions. To model them a random orbit generator
has been designed. This algorithm assigns a LEO random traditional orbital
element (semi-major axis, eccentricity, inclination, longitude of the ascending
node, argument of periapsis, and true anomaly angles). Then this elements
are converted to position and velocity to assign an initial state to the debris
motion.
To propagate the items in the space scenario a keplerian model has been
chosen, assuming the Earth as a point mass body and negligible mass items.
Other perturbations of higher order are not taken into account in this rst
scenario. So in ECEF frame:
~a 

µ
~  d ~r  Ω
~  pΩ
~  ~rq
~r  2Ω
3
r
dt

(4.3)

where µ is the standard gravitational parameter of the Earth, ~r is the
ECEF debris object position vector, r is the norm of the position vector, and
~ is the Earth rotation vector.
Ω
A 4th order Runge-Kutta algorithm is used as the integration method for
this rst propagation of the motion, accounting with standardized values of
µC and ΩC . The surveillance period is chosen an entire sidereal day.
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Figure 4.2: Debris Trajectories
4.1.3

Filter

In this scenario a UKF is going to be used. As [35] and [54] proposed, to
initialize it the following parameters are used:
UKF

σnpos [m]

0.4

σnvel [m/s]

0.4

σ0pos [m]

10

σ0vel [m/s]

1e4

α

κ

β

1e-3 0 2

Table 4.3: Filter Parameters
where σn refers to the standard deviation for the process noise matrix,
σ0 is the initial standard deviation for the covariance matrix and α, κ and
β are the parameters used to generate the sigma points in the nonlinear
transformation. The initial covariance matrix is chosen from the square root
of the range resolution for the position. However, for the velocity case a
larger value is required in order to capture LEO orbits velocity ( 7 km/s),
as measurements only return x, y and z coordinates.
4.1.4

Tracker

Once the environment is simulated and motions are modelled radars produce synthetic detections of the debris, so a multi-object tracker is needed to
associate these detections to existing tracks, estimate their state and avoid
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divergent tracks.
In order to analyse the performance of each tracker to this scenario all of
them are tuned to legitimately represent it.
Some of the tracker parameters are tabled below [31]:

GNN
JPDA
TOMHT
Maximum Number of Tracks
200
200
200
False Alarm Rate
1e-6
1e-6
1e-6
Assignment Threshold [m]
1e4
1e4
1e4
Detection Probability
0.9
0.9
0.9
Conrmation Threshold
[2 3]
[2 3]
50
Deletion Threshold
[7 10]
[7 10]
-10
β [1/m3 s]
5e-3
5e-3
Bin Volume [m3 ]
1.2337e+13 1.2337e+13 1.2337e+13
3
Clutter Density [1/m ]
8.1e-20
Table 4.4: Tracker Parameters
where, β is the rate of new tracks per unit volume, the clutter density
describes the expected number of false positive detections per unit volume
and the Bin Volume can be estimated as [27]:
Vbin

 2ppRmean

3
dRq3  Rmean
q  sinp d q  dΘ
3
2

(4.4)

in which dR, d and dΘ are the range, elevation and azimuth resolutions of
the radar respectively.

4.1.5

Experiment

In order to easily see the MTT working, some images of the scenario will
be explained:
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Figure 4.3: MTT Operation Example 1
At the beginning, rst detections create two tracks (T1 and T2). T1 was
only detected twice so its uncertainty remains large in comparison with its
partner T2, which has been detected several times.
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Figure 4.4: MTT Operation Example 2
After some time, due to error propagation during the state prediction, the
covariance matrix grew so far that T1 is deleted from the track list, while T2
survives, showing a smaller covariance ellipsoid.
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Figure 4.5: MTT Operation Example 3
Finally, after one hour of surveillance, the MMT system is able to track
39 debris. However, as it can be appreciated in Fig. 4.5, the covariance
ellipsoid of some tracks is too large, decreasing the trackers' accuracy.
In order to show the improvement of the state determination of the tracker
with respect to the IOD methods previously used, the same scenario RMSE
(Root Mean Squared Error) and ANEES (Average Normalized-Estimation
Error Squared) is calculated for position and velocity:
Tracker
JPDA
GNN
TOMHT
posRMSE [m] 1.3919e+04 3.2467e+04 9.2088e+03
velRMSE [m/s]
30.1638
46.701
9.9325
posANEES [-]
4.5318
95.3397
3.9764
velANEES [-]
8.6484
47.5093
0.6406
Time [s]
556.52
303.48
681.62
Table 4.5: Tracker Errors
with:

g
f
M
f
1 ¸
e
|
∆pi |2
RM SE 
M


i 1
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(4.5)

 M1

M
¸

1 ∆p
∆pTi Cp,i
i

(4.6)

where M is the number of measurements, ∆pi is the dierence between
the real state and the track state and Cp,i is the covariance matrix corresponding to the position of track i. This metric is used as a credibility test,
which is recommended in [55] to test if estimators are credible, pessimistic
or optimistic.
AN EES

i 1

As it was advanced in section 3.4, the most accurate tracker is the TOMHT
by means of a higher computational cost, while GNN and JPDA have similar performances in base distance, but JPDA shows better performance on
ANNES.

4.2
4.2.1

Second Iteration
Space Surveillance Stations

In order to study the MTT system to the surveillance stations, more
ESA-friendly Space Surveillance Stations are added to the scenario [56]:
Location
Station #1 10o N 180o E
Station #2 0o N 20o W
Station #3 65o N 20o W
Station #4
90o S 0o E
Station #5 35o N 136o E
Station #6
51o N 7o E
Station #7 30o S 71o W
Station #8 70o N 20o E
Station #9 30o N 86o W
Station #10 7o S 72o E
Table 4.6: Space Surveillance Stations
Sensors are modelled as in the previous section.
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Figure 4.6: Space Surveillance Stations & Coverage 2nd Scenario
4.2.2

Debris

In this case, the keplerian model will be complemented with the most
relevant perturbations in LEO orbits:
~a 

µ
~  d ~r  Ω
~ pΩ
~  ~rq ~a@ ~aK ~aSRP ~aDrag ~aN onSpherical (4.7)
~r  2Ω
3
r
dt
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Figure 4.7: Debris Trajectories 2nd Scenario
Non-spherical Gravitational Field

As the Earth's mass is not concentrated in a single point, it is not spherically shaped and not uniformly distributed, a non-spherical gravitational
eld U perturbs debris' motion. More details about it could be found in [8].

U





µ
1
r

8̧


¸l RC l
p r q Pl,msinφrCl,mcospmλq



Sl,m sinpmλqs

(4.8)

l 2m 0

where, λ and φ are the geodetic longitude and latitude of the spacecraft;
Pl,m are the Legendre functions and Sl,m and Cl,m are the geopotential coefcients of the Earth's mass distribution.
Third-body Perturbations

Due to the presence of external bodies, the debris are perturbed by their
gravitational elds. In this case, only Sun and Moon will be considered and
other thirds bodies will be neglected.
The acceleration produced by the third body is given by:
a~p

 µ



~s  ~r
|~s  ~r|3
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~s
|~s|3

(4.9)

where ~s is the relative position between the body and the Earth.
Solar Radiation Pressure

Any object exposed to Sun will be perturbed by its radiation pressure
due to the reection of photons causing small accelerations on the object,
which can be calculated as:
~aSRP

 pSRP Cr Amr ~rrSun
Sun

(4.10)

where pSRP is the solar radiation pressure at 1 au, Ar and Cr are the
reective area and coecient of the body and ~rSun its position relative to the
Sun.
Atmospheric Drag

In the case of study LEO, the most important perturbation is the atmospheric drag. In order to compute it according to [8], the MSIS-00 model of
the atmosphere [57] is used, so:
~aDrag

A 2 ~vrel
ρ~vrel
  12 CD m
v
rel

(4.11)

where CD is the drag coecient, A and m are the area and mass of the
target, ρ is the atmosphere's density and ~vrel is the object velocity with
respect to the atmosphere.
4.2.3

Filter

In this second case, once the environment is successfully proven, dierent lters are going to be tested in order to see the theoretical limitations
explained before in orbit determination and coasting. The table below represents the dierent lters and their parameters:
EKF
PF
UKF
σnpos [m]
0.4
0.4
0.4
σnvel [m/s]
0.4
0.4
0.4
σ0pos [m]
1e3
1e3
1e3
σ0vel [m/s]
1e4
1e4
1e4
State Estimation Method
Max Weight
Number of Particles
1e4
Table 4.7: Filters' Parameters 2nd Scenario
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As it can be seen, the position standard deviation has been increased in
order to be more exible in the rst ages of each track, allowing a better
adjustment for noisy measurements and avoiding its deletion by the track
maintenance system. In addition, some special parameters for the PF are set
following [58].
The main dierence aecting the tracker performance for dierent lters
is the propagation of the state covariance: while EKF only captures the rst
two cumulants (mean and covariance), UFK and especially PF are able to
reliably represent higher order properties of the distribution, as skewness and
kurtosis.
4.2.4

Tracker

In order to improve the performance of the rst iteration tracker, its main
parameters and its impact on result metrics are studies (shown in Chapter
6.2) to nally reach the following values for the scenario:

JPDA
GNN
TOMHT
Maximum Number of Tracks
200
200
200
False Alarm Rate
1e-6
1e-6
1e-6
Assignment Threshold [m]
1e2
1e2
1e2
Detection Probability
0.9
0.9
0.9
Conrmation Threshold
[7 10]
[7 10]
70
Deletion Threshold
[2 3]
[2 3]
-7
3
β [1/m s]
5e-3
5e-3
3
Bin Volume [m ]
1.2337e+13 1.2337e+13 1.2337e+13
3
Clutter Density [1/m ]
8.1e-20
Table 4.8: Tracker Parameters 2nd Scenario
Also, reviewing the main problems of the rst iteration, a couple of functions are added to improve detections and track maintenance.
Long Range Correction

Real radar and sensors' uncertainties, when represented in a Cartesian coordinate frame follow a non-Gaussian distribution. This phenomenon, when
it comes to a long-range radar with a wide eld of view, create a distribution
of the uncertainty described with a concave shaped ring which is far from
the Gaussian distribution measured as it can be shown in 4.8.
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Figure 4.8: Range Correction
To account for the concave shape of the actual covariance at long ranges,
the supporting function constrains the condition number of the reported
measurement noise. The corrected measurement covariance is constrained
to a maximum condition number, in other words, no eigenvalue in the measurement covariance can be more than x times smaller than the covariance's
largest eigenvalue. This treatment expands the measurement noise along the
range dimension to better match the concavity of the actual measurement
uncertainty.
Track Maintenance

Due to the cumulative error produced by the appearance of bad tracks and
the propagation of its error, an improvement of the tracks' deletion should
be made as the track maintenance logic only count miss if the track is inside
the coverage area. In order to do so a supportive function is implemented,
in which any track with a standard deviation larger than 20 km if deleted.
Also if the track reaches the bounds of LEO ([6500 - 8500] km) is considered
as a divergent track and deleted.
4.2.5

Experiment

Similarly to the previous scenario:
Tracker
JPDA
GNN
TOMHT
posRMSE [m]
2607.467
2599.7
2438.8
velRMSE [m/s]
6.227
4.366
4.9623
posANEES [-]
2.044
3.1995
2.44
velANEES [-]
1.1067
1.3362
0.8866
Time [s]
1.1590e+04 1.0719e+04 1.4177e+04
Table 4.9: Tracker Errors 2nd Scenario
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As it can be seen, the trackers maintain the same behaviour as before
but with higher computational cost due to the implementation of the new
auxiliary functions as well as the new dynamic model for the motion.
Due to the usage of new association threshold it can be seen how better
tracks are computed, reducing all the errors around one order of magnitude.
Besides, in Fig. 4.9 it is shown how the enhancement of the coverage area
result in a fastest tracking for each tracker, displaying also some dierences
between algorithms.

Figure 4.9: Number of tracks detected

4.3

Third Iteration

Once the environment is better modelled, and the trackers' parameters
are well tuned to perform a ecient and eective debris tracking, the MTT
system is going to be tested under a cluttered space to see the performance
of each algorithm in that scenario.
In this case the only modication will be in debris section.
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4.3.1

Debris

In this case the MTT system will be evaluated in a dense environment,
increasing the number of debris to 500, but it dynamics remain the same
than in iteration 2.

Figure 4.10: Debris Trajectories 3rd Scenario
4.3.2

Experiment

Similarly to the previous scenarios:
Tracker
JPDA
posRMSE [m]
1571.9
velRMSE [m/s]
2.8306
posANEES [-]
2.1975
velANEES [-]
0.6148
Time [s]
3.927e+04

GNN
TOMHT
5.0153e+05
2530.8
2.4095e+03
5.6651
4.2970e+06
5.9801
1.6745e+05
2.3167
1.639e+05 1.733e+05

Table 4.10: Tracker Errors 3rd Scenario
This time, the big dierences between the algorithms commented in previous sections are shown. First, it can be seen how the GNN tracker completely
collapse for a large number of targets, returning eminent errors for the state.
This is due mostly to the increment of closely spaced targets that produce
similar measurements that are associated to wrong tracks and then wrongly
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propagated and predicted leading to a rapid increment in euclidean and Mahalanobis distances.
On the other hand, TOMHT and JPDA solve the orbit determination problem successfully with similar metrics to other scenarios. Besides, it can be
remarked the excellent performance of the JPDA algorithm in this situation
even improving it with respect to the previous ones with a low computational
load. However this do not prove that JPDA works better in dense environments than TOMHT as this algorithm requires high computational loads to
perform optimally, allowing larger number of branches and hypothesis for
each track which for this thesis were limited to be ran.
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Part III
RESULTS
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Chapter 5
Analysis and Performance
5.1

Performance Metrics

POD algorithms (MTT) predict the states for targets, which appear,
move and disappear form the scenario created, given some noisy sensor observations. The necessity of comparing and analysing the performance of
MTT algorithms bring us the requirement of using a metric to compute the
anity betwixt truth state of the synthetic data and estimated tracks. Some
common error metrics have been used to compute the localization errors or
cost for missed and false targets, however with the arrival of random nite
set framework for MTT introduced by [59], the capacity of mathematically
developing errors changed introducing new metrics as [60]. Nevertheless,
these algorithms has been shown to lack of physical interpretation to cardinality mismatches. Thus, according to [61] a multi target tracker error metric
should:
• Be a function on the space of nite sets.
• Have a natural physical interpretation.
• Capture cardinality and state errors meaningfully.
• Be easily computed.

An assignment metric denes the characteristic of a MTT results due to:
incorrect assignment, missed targets or false alarms. The rst error comes
from events like swapping between targets, redundant tracks, collapsing of
a true track or creation of a false one. However, even when the MTT does
a good assignment job some inaccuracies due to motion or sensor modelling
can occur leading to a localisation error.
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During this section the contributions of [61] Optimal SubPattern Assignment
and [62] Generalized Optimal SubPattern Assignment would be used to asses
and compare the performance of MTT algorithms explained in previous chapters. Contrary to usual metrics, these not only evaluate the performance of
the orbit determination part but also analyse the ecacy of the correlation
algorithms.
5.1.1

Optimal SubPattern Assignment (OSPA)

As an informal way to describe this metric, OSPA can be dene as:
OSP A 

1
Ymax

plocalisationerror

cp p#missedtargets

#f alsetargetsqq

(5.1)
where Ymax is the maximum value of the real data, c is the cut-o distance
beyond which a track is labelled as unassigned and p is the metric order.
Contrasting this with it actual formulation:
OSP ApX, Y q 

¸
1
p
min dc pxi , yπpiq qp
|Y |
i1
|X |

cp p|Y |  |X |qq p
1

(5.2)

the localisation error is measured as the distance between x and y vectors,
during this paper the Mahalanobis modied distance [63] is used in order to
compute the error between the truth and the distribution of probable states.
dm

 ∆pS∆pT

log p|S |q

(5.3)

where ∆pT is the state error and S the state covariance matrix. This
distance is used over the classic Mahalanobis in order not to favour the tracks
with large uncertainties. Furthermore, the assignment algorithm chosen is
the Auction proposed by [64] although, as with distance, this function is
tunable.
5.1.2

Generalized Optimal SubPattern Assignment (GOSPA)

The innovation introduced by OSPA metric allow computing MTT errors
adapting them to handle sets of labelled targets, yet this metric do not encourage the tracker to have as few false or missed detections as possible, so
the appearance of GOSPA metric brought dierent penalizations for accurate, misplaced and erroneous detections.
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Similarly to OSPA, GOSPA could be dened as:
GOSP A  localisationerror

cp
p#missedtargets
α

#f alsetargetsq (5.4)

where α is a value between 0 and 2 which illustrates the similarity to
Gaussian distribution of the error and rest of parameters have the same definition than in OSPA. GOSPA complete formulation distinguish from OSPA
in the α parameter and is not normalized.
GOSP ApX, Y q  pmin

|X |
¸


dc pxi , yπpiq qp

i 1

1
cp
Y |  |X |qq p
p|
α

(5.5)

This facts encourage trackers to improve their assignment performance
over its state's precision so either OSPA or GOSPA could be chosen according to the tracker goals.
In this case, at each step the metric aims the assignment based on both the
previous and the current assignment metrics allowing the metric to easily
record track events.

5.2

First Iteration

Both GOSPA and OSPA metrics where used to evaluate the MMT system
built for the rst environment explained above.
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Figure 5.1: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 1st scenario
As it can be seen in Fig 5.1, both metrics show a similar behaviour with
higher values for GOSPA. If the metrics are decomposed in its localisation,
false track and missing track components, at the beginning, most of the error
comes from position estimation, while as detections are made the lter improve its coasting with time. On the other hand, the error due to tracks not
detected composes most of the metric in the later phases of the simulation,
slowly decreasing as new debris are tracked. This fact suggests an increase
in the coverage area to rapidly reduce the number of missing targets in each
step.
Furthermore, the main dierences between both metrics are observed: while
OSPA charges incorrect assignment error as the missing tracks, GOSPA is
able to distinguish between them. Besides, GOSPA metric penalises harder
missed and false tracks, returning higher values for the same scenario.
Also, in order to see the lter performance, the evolution of errors with
time is calculated:
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Figure 5.2: Error Metrics 1st scenario
Here, two dierent behaviours can be distinguished: RMSE is increasing with time as the prediction of targets' states is decreasing its accuracy
with respect to the rst steps since the radar detection. However, ANNES
shows the completely opposite tendency, decreasing slowly with time. This
discrepancy comes from the covariance matrix evolution, showing that even
if the euclidean distance is increasing, as the probability of the distribution
of the state increases while it is been coasted, the Mahalanobis distance is
decreasing. Therefore, the lter is more credible than at the beginning. Further results can found at 5.5.2.

5.3

Second Iteration

Applying the same metrics to the second scene with the changes:
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Figure 5.3: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 2nd scenario
where it can be observed how the global magnitude of the metric has
decreased, mostly due to the reduction of the localisation error. Also, due to
the increase of the coverage area the missing error decreases in shorter times,
while both metrics follow a similar behaviour than in the rst iteration.
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Figure 5.4: Error Metrics 2nd scenario
In the case of the position and velocity, errors show a better performance
of the tracker due to the introduction of both supporting functions, deleting bad tracks faster and improving the covariance state for each detection.
Further results can be found at 5.5.2.
5.3.1

Track Maintenance

One of the goals of this scenario was to optimize the conrmation and
deletion thresholds in order to equilibrate the memory loads, the performance
and the eciency of the system. In order to do so, several combinations of
them were analysed:
• Deletion:
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History
[2 3]
[3 4]
[7 10]
[10 15]
posRMSE [m]
1738.9
1737.4
1805.5
1519.1
velRMSE [m/s]
2.913
2.9205
3.0725
2.5156
posANEES [-]
2.0525
2.1991
3.0737
3.5746
velANEES [-]
0.5948
0.6203
0.7916
0.699
OSPA [-]
2.30
2.35
2.622
2.47
GOSPA [-]
72.9
74.6
83.35
95.27
Time [s]
1.057e+04 1.1369e+04 1.0162e+04 1.037e+04
Table 5.1: Deletion Thresholds Errors

Figure 5.5: Errors for dierent Deletion Thresholds
• Conrmation:

History
[2 3]
[3 4]
[7 10]
[10 15]
posRMSE [m]
1886.1
1909.1
1738.9
1547.9
velRMSE [m/s]
31.49
13.5985
2.913
2.6435
posANEES [-]
121.6563
58.9438
2.0525
2.1406
velANEES [-]
37.455
16.7194
0.5948
0.5111
OSPA [-]
2.88
2.7
2.3
2.33
GOSPA [-]
3401.3
1489.9
72.9
73.68
Time [s]
4.4387e+04 1.0143e+04 9.4645e+03 1.7031e+04
Table 5.2: Conrmation Thresholds Errors
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Figure 5.6: Errors for dierent Conrmation Thresholds
As it can be seen in Figures 5.5 & 5.6 and in Tables 5.1 & 5.2, if the
tracks are accepted too soon, errors become bigger in early steps; and if are
conrmed too late, larger computational eort is required and the number of
miss assignments increases. The same logic is applied to deletion threshold,
in which larger values increase the time spent by the algorithm while too
small ones erase potentially good tracks. Due to this, and based on results,
the history logic selected is: Conrmation [7 10] & Deletion [2 3].
5.3.2

Gating

The other main parameter to be tuned in the MTT system is the assignment threshold. Increasing this parameter will accept further associations
between tracks and detections, leading to larger errors and bad assignments,
while shortening it will induce miss assignments.
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Figure 5.7: Errors for dierent Assignment Thresholds

Figure 5.8: GOSPA/OSPA for dierent Assignment Thresholds
Figures 5.7 & 5.8 reveal how decreasing the size of the gate also reduces
the position and velocity errors for both RMSE and ANEES; for larger values, inaccurate associations are made, reaching even some values were tracks
are deleted and no assignments could be made, as it can be seen for γg =
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1e6 and γg = 1e7. Furthermore, GOSPA and OSPA metrics also reex better performance of the tracking algorithm for lower values of γg . Lower and
greater values of this parameter are not studied as no associations are made.
As results show and based on the proposals of [65] and [66], a good association would be for values of 1e2 in Mahalanobis modied distance.

5.4

Third Iteration

Equivalently to previous scenarios, the error and track metrics are computed:

Figure 5.9: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 3rd scenario
Evaluating the tracker performance, GOSPA metric is dominated by the
missing track error, as the number of targets have been increased while the
position and false track error remain similar to previous iterations. However,
OSPA shows the same behaviour than last scenarios, in which most of it is
composed by localisation error.
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Figure 5.10: Error Metrics 3rd scenario
In the case of state errors, the cumulative sum is increased due to the
large number of tracks. Nevertheless, in the case of Mahalanobis distance,
the tracker improved its performance in the new scenario. Further results
can be found at 5.5.2.
If now all the algorithms are compared:
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Figure 5.11: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics Comparison 3rd scenario

Figure 5.12: Error Metrics Comparison 3rd scenario
all the metrics show what [30] and [33] postulated about the performance
of each tracker for dense scenarios: the collapse of GNN versus a good performance of JPDA. In the case of TOMHT, a greater performance than the
other algorithms cannot be appreciated in order to justify its large computational cost, as it was for previous scenarios.
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5.5

Filters

Parallelly to previous scenarios, the lters cited in section 3.5 are tested
in order to study the best choice to improve the performance of the tracker
in each situation.
5.5.1

First Scenario

Filter
EKF
PF
UKF
posRMSE [m] 4.5793e+05 1.2848e+05 1.3919e+04
velRMSE [m/s]
509.399
227.4602
30.1638
posANEES [-]
134.9457
446.8268
4.5318
velANEES [-]
90.2352
282.6904
8.6484
OSPA [-]
4.4276
3.0054
2.6660
GOSPA [-]
1.0996e+03 7.3050e+03 3.8076e+05
Time [s]
497.48
1.053e+03
556.52
Table 5.3: Filter Errors 1st Scenario

Figure 5.13: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics Filters Comparison 1st Scenario
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Figure 5.14: Error Metrics Filters Comparison 1st Scenario
Results show similar conclusions as theory: EKF is able to follow a nonlinear track, accumulating the linearising error each time a track is predicted;
PF and UKF can better follow the nonlinear trajectory of the targets with
a similar and good performance. However, UKF has comparable computational costs to EKF while PF requires more load and complexity, being much
more complicated to maintain it stable through the prediction process.
5.5.2

Second Scenario

In order to see the real relevance of each lter in the tracker performance,
the previous comparative is also done for the second iteration:
Filter
EKF
PF
UKF
posRMSE [m]
4601.3
1828.3
1738.9
velRMSE [m/s]
7.6973
3.6761
2.913
posANEES [-]
7.595
2.618
2.0525
velANEES [-]
4.032
0.9485
0.5948
OSPA [-]
5.1457
2.49
2.3
GOSPA [-]
116.42
83.02
72.9
Time [s]
1.0235e+04 1.5993e+04 1.0571e+04
Table 5.4: Filter Errors 2nd Scenario
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Figure 5.15: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics Filters Comparison 2nd Scenario

Figure 5.16: Error Metrics Filters Comparison 2nd Scenario
Analogously to the previous scenario, results show the principal advantages and drawbacks of each lter. In this case, all the lters show similar
behaviours, as the track maintenance and gating algorithms have been improved and long range corrections in measurements are made. However, it
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can be noticed at Figures 5.15, 5.16 and in Table 5.4, how again, the EKF
tends to accumulate some error due to its rst order approximation and
how PF and UKF are able to reproduce better the debris dynamics (almost
identically) with contrasting computational loads.
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Conclusions
Through this work the creation and development of a Multi Target Tracker
(MTT) system have been addressed. In its rst part, a brief summary of the
Space Surveillance and Tracking state of art was presented, in order to introduce to the reader the main problems of this research eld and how they
have been solved through time.
In its core, the thesis had studied two dierent paths to determine an orbit of debris with radar observations: Initial Orbit Determination (IOD)
and Statistical Orbit Determination (SOD), proposing the most remarkable
algorithms of each eld. For the IOD: Gibbs, Herrick-Gibbs and Gauss methods, and for the SOD: Extended Kalman Filter (EKF), Particle Filter (PF)
and Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF). Additionally, as a part of the correlation problem, several assignment algorithms were studied: Global Nearest
Neighbour (GNN), Joint Probabilistic Data Association (JPDA) and Track
Oriented Multi Hypothesis Tracker (TOMHT).
In order to study their performance, three dierent scenarios were created:
the rst one was a simple space debris environment, the second one included
improved debris dynamics, coverage and tracker; and nally, the third scenario was designed to prove the performance in densely distributed environments. As a part of the research, the impact on results of several MTT's
parameters were studied.
As it could be seen in the results, trade-o analyses somehow converge to a
similar MTT conguration:
Filter Tracker Gating Maintenance
UKF JPDA
1e2
[7 10] & [2 3]
Table 5.5: MTT System Optimal Conguration
in which the UKF allows the best correction and prediction of tracks based
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on the radar detections with a similar computational load for simple, complex and crowed scenarios; the JPDA tracker performs optimally for all the
cases, reducing the target state's MSE, GOSPA metric and computational
cost for all environments, being the most versatile and accurate tracker for
space surveillance. With respect to the gating algorithm, it was shown how
large gates lead to lower accuracy in the prediction and lower ones tend to
omit good measurements. On the other hand, maintenance system improves
tracker performance, as bad tracks are rapidly erased and tentative ones are
conrmed with several age. However, both of them are unique for each scenario depending on the number of debris and its dynamics, even though they
conserve the same logic.
Also during this work, it could be seen how MTT systems not only rely on the
ltering and prediction algorithms, and how by improving its maintenance,
association and gating systems, its performance can drastically increase just
with some knowledge of the system hardware and the environment of the
simulation. Besides, as literature states, IOD can be a nice rst guess of
a debris state but implementing the simplest SOD method enhances exceptionally the orbital determination of the object. Finally, it could be seen how
both the classic metrics (RMSE and NEES) and tracking ones (OSPA and
GOSPA) are reduced one order of magnitude, reducing the association gate
and deletion threshold while increasing the conrmation one.
For future work, it could be interesting to:
• Consider further orbits (MEO, GEO, ...) with its improvement in the

dynamic model in order to study the extrapolation of LEO's results
to less dense orbits. Although most of debris are situated in LEO,
interesting conclusions could be extracted for the algorithms and MTT
system.

• Increase coverage with dierent kind of Space Surveillance Stations:

optical, bi-static radar, phased array antenna, SLR, etc. Modeling new
surveillance stations could improve tracking and determination with
other types of measurements (only angles or range rate) complementing
the range-azimuth-elevation.

• Improve computing costs of the surveillance and coasting processes by

parallelizing and optimizing the simulation. Most of the computations
can be performed in parallel during the simulation phase and with
better hardware to see real limitations in the algorithms, more realistic
environments and dynamics.
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• Deeply analyse the PF to study how to improve its parameter tuning.

Theory of other studies [58], [49] or [67] shows how an optimal performance of a PF (or a combination between PF and KF) can predict
tracks and coast them better than EKF and UKF, aversely to what the
results of this work suggest.
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Appendix
Study Case
In pursuance of not to bias the results, the motion of the debris is randomized for each scenario as follows:
Orbital Element
Formula
Semi Major Axis (a) [m]
7e6 + 1e5  Pa
Eccentricity (e) [-]
0.015 + 0.005  Pe
Inclination (i) [o ]
80 + 10  Pi
o
Longitude of Ascending Node (Ω) [ ]
360  PΩ
o
Argument of Periapsis (ω ) [ ]
360  Pω
True Anomaly (ν ) [o ]
360  Pν
Table 5.6: Randomized Debris State
where Pn is a randomized value between 0 and 1 for the nnt orbital element. Besides, each scenario is run ve times to nally get the averaged
denitive results.
Formulas in Table 5.6 ensure that the generated population of debris would
have dierent states for each run of each scenario. Although, a, e and i are
randomized around xed values in order to get orbits considered as LEO [68].
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First Iteration Results

Figure 5.17: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 1st scenario JPDA

Figure 5.18: Error Metrics 1st scenario JPDA
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Figure 5.19: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 1st scenario GNN

Figure 5.20: Error Metrics 1st scenario GNN
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Figure 5.21: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 1st scenario TOMHT

Figure 5.22: Error Metrics 1st scenario TOMHT
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Second Iteration Results

Figure 5.23: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 2nd scenario JPDA

Figure 5.24: Error Metrics 2nd scenario JPDA
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Figure 5.25: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 2nd scenario GNN

Figure 5.26: Error Metrics 2nd scenario GNN
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Figure 5.27: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 2nd scenario TOMHT

Figure 5.28: Error Metrics 2nd scenario TOMHT
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Third Iteration Results

Figure 5.29: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 3rd scenario JPDA

Figure 5.30: Error Metrics3rd scenario JPDA
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Figure 5.31: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 3rd scenario GNN

Figure 5.32: Error Metrics 3rd scenario GNN
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Figure 5.33: GOSPA/OSPA Metrics 3rd scenario TOMHT

Figure 5.34: Error Metrics 3rd scenario TOMHT
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